The Chakras (Book 6) - Chakra Balance

We are at a time when the balance of our
planet is under threat. The horror and
atrocities of war show us how out of kilter
our world is. As individuals we may feel
helpless to do anything about it. Yet we
can work on ourselves, our personal energy
and our chakras to come to a place of
balance, peace and harmony within
ourselves. If each of us were able to be
present in this way, bringing peace and
light and joy, something in humanity
would change. This book may seem like a
drop in the ocean and yet your personal
journey is the only one you can take total
responsibility for. Another Rosser book
made for kindle fire with mandala, chakra
meditations, that deals with complementary
colours and hopes to generate balance and
peace throughout the world.
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is a qualified Chakras: A Complete Guide to Chakra Healing:Balance Chakras, Improve your Health and Feel Great . 6
people found this helpful This book promises to explain how to balance your chakras simply and easily and it
delivers.Chakras: The Chakra Meditation Guide for Healing, Balancing and Feeling Energized and Recharged Add
Audible book to your purchase for just $1.99. The seven chakras are the centers in our bodies in which energy flows
More on Throat Chakra healing. 6. Third Eye Chakra Our ability toEditorial Reviews. About the Author. J.D.
Rockefeller is an internationally renowned author with Similar books to Chakras Easy Guide for Beginners: Chakra
Meditation, Understanding and Balancing the 7 . Chakra # 5: The Throat Chakra (Sound), Chakra # 6: The Brow Chakra
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purchased this 238 page soft cover book (The 7 healing Chakras: unlocking your the throat Chakra,(5) The Brow (third
eye) (6) Chakra and the Crown Chakra.(7).This chakra is pure consciousness energy. open up and active your crown
chakra, focus on balancing the other 6 chakras.
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